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Abstract 

Catalysts consisting of Au, Pd and their alloys have been shown to be active oxidation catalysts. 

These materials can use dioxygen or hydrogen peroxide as the oxidant with CO and activated 

organic molecules using O2(g) while more challenging cases, such as methane to partial 

oxygenates, relying on H2O2. Although H2O2 is a green oxidant, the incorporation of dioxygen 

greatly reduces overall cost and so there is an incentive to find new ways to reduce the reliance 

on H2O2. In this study we use DFT calculations to discuss the direct synthesis of H2O2 from 

H2(g) and O2(g) and use this understanding to identify the important surface species derived 

from dioxygen. We cover the adsorption of oxygen, hydrogen and water to model Au and Pd 

nanoclusters and the oxidation of the metals, since reduction of any oxides formed will 

consume H2. We then turn to the production of a surface hydroperoxy species; the first step in 

the synthesis of H2O2. This can occur via hydrogenation of O2(ads) with H2(ads) or via 

protonation of O2(ads) by solvent water. Both routes are found to be energetically reasonable, 

but the latter is likely to be favoured under experimental conditions.  

 

1. Introduction 

Gold and Palladium nanoparticles and their alloys have shown remarkable selectivity in a series 

of oxidation reactions over the last few decades.1,2 The range of oxidation processes is very 

broad, from the removal of CO from waste gas streams to selective oxidations in organic 

chemistry and a similar range of proposed oxidation mechanisms have been put forward. Two 

main oxygen sources have been used depending on the specific chemistry required these are 

dioxygen and hydrogen peroxide. Clearly, processes that can employ dioxygen have an 

economic benefit over H2O2 as a stoichiomentric oxidant. Accordingly, there is interest in 

identifying how dioxygen can be employed more broadly. A promising link is to study the 

direct synthesis of H2O2 from H2(g) and O2(g), for which AuPd alloy catalyst/support 

combinations have been optimised.3,4 In this contribution we begin with a brief survey of 

oxidation chemistry using gold and palladium nanoparticles and then present new results 

detailing DFT calculations on the reaction of H2(g) and O2(g) over Au and Pd using clusters of 

38 atoms to represent metal particles at the nanometre scale. 



For the case of Au, low temperature CO oxidation is the most widely studied reaction5,6 with 

important applications in pollution control and the removal of unwanted CO from hydrogen 

feed streams via the preferential oxidation of CO with O2 (PROX) for ammonia synthesis and 

fuel cell applications.7 It was quickly realised that the size of the Au catalyst particles was 

critical for CO oxidation activity, with particles below 5 nm being required. Fundamental DFT 

calculations contributed to our understanding of the oxidation mechanisms showing that even 

isolated Au10 clusters are capable of activating O2 by transfer of electron density to the 

molecule.8 Cluster size effects were also investigated using model experimental systems under 

ultra-high vacuum. Goodman and co-workers, using a combination of STM and elevated 

pressure kinetics for Au supported on single crystal surfaces of TiO2, suggested that particles 

containing only two atomic layers were important in CO oxidation.9 Landman and co-workers 

used a soft landing approach to deposit Au clusters with controlled size on well-defined MgO 

surfaces, concluding that significant CO oxidation activity could be seen for clusters as small 

as Au8.
10 In parallel DFT calculations they found that while CO adsorbs on metallic facets of 

the nanoparticles, O2 is activated at the edge sites of the clusters in contact with the oxide 

support.11 AuPd alloy catalysts supported on silica have also shown low temperature (300 K) 

CO oxidation activity.12 However, for the most active Au catalysts, the oxidation of CO is 

thought to involve the activation of oxygen at the interface of the nanoparticles and reducible 

supports13 (TiO2,
14 FeOx,

15,16 CeO2
17) with models showing that oxygen can be delivered in a 

Mars-van Krevelen (MvK) process.18,19 There is a barrier to removal of lattice oxygen in this 

MvK pathway, so that at very low temperatures (around 130 K) CO oxidation using Au/TiO2 

will revert to the Au only mechanism seen on non-reducible supports.20 The important 

influence of supports on the reactivity of Au nanoparticles has recently been reviewed.21 

Both Au and Pd nanoparticles and their alloys have been shown to catalyse aldehyde and 

alcohol oxidations. Au/C catalysts have been shown to be superior to Pt/C for the oxidation of 

aldehydes to carboxylic acids in water.22 Tsukuda and co-workers also showed that activated 

alcohols with a phenyl functional group substituent at the carbon atom of the alcohol can be 

converted to aldehydes with dioxygen as the oxidising agent using colloidal Au nanoparticle 

catalysts stabilised by poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP), provided that a base is included in 

the aqueous reaction mixture.23 In this work colloidal Au-PVP catalysts with a 1.3 nm diameter 

showed a 103 fold higher rate than that of larger particles (9.5 nm) whereas Pd-PVP 

nanoparticles showed little difference in rate as a function of size. The Au-PVP catalysed 

reactions also showed an isotopic effect that suggested the rate limiting step is the cleavage of 



the C-H bond at the alcohol carbon atom. These observations led to the proposal that the Au-

PVP catalysts operate in a different way to the Pd-PVP nanoparticles. For the case of Pd 

supported on hydroxyapatite, it has been proposed that the conversion of the alcohol takes place 

on Pd0 nanoparticles with the H atoms abstracted from the alcohol as surface hydride species, 

these are then removed by oxygen in the form of hydrogen peroxide.24 The Pd-PVP data seems 

to follow the same mechanism. On the other hand, Tsukuda proposed that the strong size 

dependence of activity with Au-PVP colloidal catalysts stems from the ability of small Au 

particles to activate dioxygen to form surface superoxo (O2
-) species, which have the ability to 

abstract H atoms from the co-adsorbed alcohol to achieve the oxidation. As the generation of 

the superoxo species is dependent on the Au nanoparticle size this route allows the observed 

rate enhancement to be understood. The gas phase oxidation of alcohols such as propanol, 

butanol, pentanol to aldehydes using Au supported on silica25 may also follow a similar 

mechanism. For solution phase oxidation of glycerol Neurock, Davis and co-workers have also 

used labelling experiments combined with DFT calculations, to suggest that the oxidation of 

alcohols to acids at high pH actually involves hydroxide ions in the oxidation step, and that the 

role of dioxygen is to replenish these hydroxide ions on the catalyst surface.26 Au-Pd alloyed 

nanoparticles have also shown high activities in the solvent free oxidation of primary alcohols 

with O2 as the stoichiometric oxidant, with turn-over frequencies around 25 times greater than 

similar catalysts using either of the pure metals.27 In this work particles with Au core and Pd 

shell structures were identified by STEM-XEDS mapping of the active nanoparticles.   

Alkene oxidation of cycloalkenes can also be catalysed by Au/C with dioxygen as the oxygen 

donor using polar solvents or in solvent free conditions.28,29 In this case dioxygen is brought 

into a radical reaction scheme, following an initial C-H homolytic bond cleavage in the position 

 to the double bond to produce an allylic radical.30 More challenging alkene substrates, such 

as propene, require the co-feeding hydrogen.31 The suggested mechanisms for epoxidation here 

involve hydrogen peroxide or hydroperoxyl species that are generated and used in situ, with 

the nanoparticles supported on a material with epoxidation catalysing sites such as anatase 

TiO2, or porous titania containing materials like TS-1.32,33  

We have also shown that nanoparticles of AuPd alloys are active catalysts for the oxidation of 

methane to partial oxidation products, particularly methanol. Initially, using nanoparticles 

supported on titania,34,35 it appeared that this reaction required the use of hydrogen peroxide as 

oxidant, and since the current market price of hydrogen peroxide is greater than methanol this 

imposes unacceptable costs on the process. However, recently we have demonstrated that, by 



using a combination of dioxygen and small amounts of hydrogen peroxide as a radical initiator, 

around 70 % of the partial oxidation products generated when methane is reacted over AuPd 

colloidal catalysts contain oxygen atoms derived from the dissolved O2.
36 This implies that, 

once the radical oxidation process is set in train, dioxygen can be incorporated into the product, 

making the process more efficient and cost effective. 

It is interesting to reflect that each of these catalytic reactions make use of similar metal 

nanoparticles but there is a range of different ways that the oxidising species is derived. In both 

the alkene oxidation and methane partial oxidation examples, AuPd catalysts allow for the 

transformation of oxygen into an oxidising species with the electrophilic oxidation and radical 

chemistry characteristics of hydrogen peroxide. Indeed, one of the most important reactions 

that has been demonstrated with AuPd nanoparticles is their use to generate hydrogen peroxide 

directly from hydrogen and oxygen.37–39 Hydrogen peroxide is an attractive chemical oxidant 

as the side product from the breakdown of H2O2 during oxidation reactions is simply water, 

making it a green alternative to other oxidants such as iodates, chromate or permanganate. The 

current industrial method for H2O2 synthesis relies on the sequential hydrogenation and 

oxidation of an alkyl anthraquinone, which has the advantage of avoiding the potential for 

explosive contact between hydrogen and oxygen.40 This produces large quantities of highly 

concentrated hydrogen peroxide (up to 70 %), that has to be transported and then diluted locally 

to usable levels. The requirements for direct production of hydrogen peroxide to become 

economically viable in competition with the existing process have been discussed with the 

conclusion that small scale ( 10 kt per year ) for on-site usage would be key.41 Local direct 

production that respects the flammability compositions of the reagents would have a number 

of benefits, but the catalytic efficiency is hampered by side reactions between hydrogen and 

oxygen to produce water directly and the decomposition of H2O2 to water.42 One of the 

important discoveries for the development of supported AuPd alloy catalysts is that acid pre-

treatment of carbon supports can virtually switch off the hydrogenation of H2O2 to water, and 

so greatly improve the reaction selectivity with respect to H2 utilisation.43 

Lunsford and co-workers have carried out mechanistic investigation into direct synthesis of 

H2O2 using Pd notionally supported on silica. However, their conclusions were that the active 

catalytic species is colloidal Pd44 or PdCl2(aq)45 formed in the aqueous reaction mixture. They 

note that isotopic labelling experiments demonstrate that there is no scrabbling of an 18O2, 
16O2 

mixture in the H2O2 produced, indicating that oxygen dissociation occurs irreversibly and will 

only lead to the production of water. In later work using ethanol as solvent they found that 



supported metallic Pd0 was the active state of the metal and that oxidised Pd nanoclusters, PdO 

produce only water.46 The stability of hydrogen peroxide in the reaction using supported AuPd 

alloy nanoparticles has been linked to the isoelectric point of the support.47 The AuPd/C 

catalysts do not generate solution phase colloidal particles and operate as reusable 

heterogeneous catalysts in aqueous solution without the need for additional halide or acid.48 

Mechanistically, the production of hydrogen peroxide from O2 and H2 can be viewed as the 

hydrogenation of oxygen over the metal catalysts:49,47  

M + O2(sol) = M-O2(ads)     (1) 

M + H2(sol) = M-H2(ads)     (2) 

M-O2(ads) + M-H2(ads) = M-O2H(ads) + M-H (ads)  (3) 

M-O2H(ads) + M-H (ads) = 2M + H2O2(sol)    (4) 

Here oxygen and hydrogen gases dissolved in the solvent are adsorbed to the surface metal 

sites (M) in steps 1 and 2. Hydrogen is then dissociated and added directly to the adsorbed 

oxygen molecule (steps 3 and 4). Experimentally a roughly 1:1 molar ratio of O2(g) and H2(g) 

is used, with the partial pressures held outside of the lower bound of the explosive limit for this 

gas mixed with CO2(g) as the gas phase diluent.3 The use of CO2 as a diluent has the added 

advantage that it partially dissolves in the reaction mixture forming carbonic acid which 

stabilises the H2O2 produced in the reaction against further reaction to H2O. We note that the 

Henry constants for O2 and H2 in water under standard conditions are of similar magnitude50 

(O2: 1.3×10-5 mol m-3 Pa-1, H2: 7.7×10-6 mol m-3 Pa-1) and so dissolved gases in solution in the 

correct stoichiometry should be present.  

An alternative view has also been put forward based on a redox mechanism reminiscent of the 

electrochemical production of hydrogen peroxide,51,52 following: 

M + O2(sol) = M+-O2
-(ads)      (5) 

M + M+-O2
-(ads) + H2O(sol) = M+-OOH-(ads) + M+-OH-(ads) (6) 

M+-OOH-(ads) + H2O(sol) = M+-OH-(ads) + H2O2(sol)   (7) 

2M+-OH-(ads) + H2(sol) = 2M + H2O(sol)    (8) 

Here the surface is partially oxidised by the adsorbed molecular oxygen to produce a surface 

superoxide species (step 5). This is then protonated by solvent water or acid to form a surface 

hydroperoxide anion (step 6), which is itself protonated to form hydrogen peroxide (step 7). 

The role of the hydrogen reagent is now to reduce the two metal sites that have been oxidised 

in the preceding steps and restore the metal and solvent to complete the catalytic cycle (step 8).  



This reaction scheme also points toward the possibility that the metal particle could be oxidised 

by the oxygen dissolved in the reaction mixture and then hydrogen is consumed to reduce the 

particle back to the metallic state producing water. This is a side reaction that will also decrease 

the efficiency of hydrogen peroxide production with respect to the hydrogen reagent.  

In this contribution we use a DFT modelling approach to consider the adsorption of oxygen to 

model nanoparticles of Au and Pd and then compare the energetic profiles for particle oxidation 

and for the first step in the two proposed routes to hydrogen peroxide. 

2. Methodology   

All calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package 

(VASP)53,54,55,56. Metal particles containing 38 atoms (generically M38, with M=Au, Pd or a 

specified stoichiometry in a core-shell structure) in a truncated octahedral geometry (Figure 1) 

were placed within a cubic periodic box of 25 Å on a side. A plane wave cut-off of 500 eV was 

found to be sufficient to converge the total energy of Au38 or Pd38 nanoparticles to less than 

0.008 eV and so this cut-off was used throughout this study. Since we are modelling isolated 

nanoparticles only the Γ-point is needed in reciprocal space (k-point grid sampling 1×1×1). All  

calculations are performed using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the 

functional of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE).57 PW91 was not chosen as a suitable 

functional as it is widely reported to overestimate the binding energy of small molecules to 

metal surfaces.58,59 All calculations are spin unrestricted and the Projector Augmented Wave 

method (PAW) is used to represent core states.60,61 For gold this means that there are 60 core 

electrons represented by PAW and the states for 19 valence electrons are calculated explicitly 

while Pd has 36 core and 10 valence electrons. As these M38 particles differ from bulk metal it 

is assumed they contain discrete orbital energies as opposed to continuous bands observed 

within bulk metals therefore Gaussian smearing with a very small width of 0.001 was employed 

within VASP to ensure electronic smearing does not occur at the Fermi level. All geometry 

relaxations were performed with electronic and geometric convergence criteria set to 10-6 eV 

and 0.05 eV Å-1 respectively. For all geometry relaxation calculations using M38 clusters all 

atoms of adsorbate and clusters were allowed to move to find minima with no atomic restraints 

applied. 

For the periodic slab calculations, 5-layered slabs were created by cleaving the optimised bulk 

fcc unit cells along the (111) and the (100) surfaces. Supercells in the surface vectors were then 

created by a (2×2) expansion for the (111) slab and a (3×3) expansion for the (100) case so that 



the number of atoms in the (111) and (100) slabs was set to 80 and 90 atoms respectively. In 

order to avoid interactions between the periodically repeated slabs, a vacuum gap of 13 Å was 

used. The bottom three layers of each slab were fixed at their optimised bulk co-ordinates and 

the top two layers were free to move during optimisation calculations. The plane wave cut off 

for slab calculations was set to 400 eV. Slab calculations were carried out using the PBE+D3 

level of theory and a dipole correction along the z-direction of the slab, perpendicular to the 

exposed surface, was included in all calculations.  

The adsorption energy, Eads, for the various molecular species was calculated as: 

 Eads = Ecl+m - Ecl - Em        (1) 

Where, Ecl+m, is the calculated total energy for the optimised cluster or slab with the adsorbate 

in a given location, Ecl, is the calculated total energy for the optimised cluster or slab alone and 

Em, is the calculated total energy for the optimised molecule alone, effectively in the gas phase. 

All three calculations employ the same periodic simulation cell and calculation parameters as 

defined above. 

The research was carried out in two stages, firstly the adsorption and dissociation of dioxygen 

to Au38, Pd38 and a Pd32 shell/Au6 core particle was considered in detail. Then calculations on 

the reaction of the adsorbed oxygen with dihydrogen and water were carried out. Oxygen 

adsorption was also used to compare pure PBE and PBE with dispersion corrections (PBE+D3) 

approaches and then the PBE+D3 approach was used to study the reaction scheme for hydrogen 

addition to O2 to produce a surface bound OOH species. 

Interaction of O2 with the metal nanoparticles can lead to charge transfer from O2 towards the 

cluster along with back donation from the metal into the π*
 orbital of O2. To assess the balance 

of these processes, and decide the dominant direction of charge transfer, Bader charge analysis 

was performed to deduce atomic charges. This method applied to the charge density grid from 

VASP calculations, and was developed by Henkelman et al..62,63,64 Grid spacing for Bader 

charge analysis was determined through investigation of a test system in which O2 was 

adsorbed onto an Au13 cluster. Total charge transfer to/from the O2 molecule was determined 

by subtracting the calculated Bader charge from the valence charge of oxygen and the grid 

density increased until convergence was achieved at a grid spacing of 0.05 Å. The molecular 

oxygen charges are defined as the sum of excess charge on the two atoms so that a negative 

value indicates the oxygen molecule has gained electron density, whilst a positive value 

indicates O2 has donated electron density to the metal particle.  



For the reactions presented here the energy of the transition state was estimated from the 

structure of the transition state on the minimum energy path between reactants and products 

using the Nudged Elastic Band (NEB)65 method usually refined with the with climbing image 

modification developed by Henkelmen and co-workers.66,67 The NEB method works by taking 

the start and end point of a reaction mechanism (the two minima) and interpolating a number 

of images between them. We use between 5 and 10 images in the NEB calculations to identify 

the transition states presented here, with the initial interpolation carried out using linear 

interpolation for diatomic dissociation and a group centred interpolation approach68 for more 

complex cases. Transition states were verified by performing a frequency calculation on the 

proposed transition state system in order to locate a single imaginary frequency mode.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Adsorption of oxygen 

The truncated octahedral structure of the M38 particles used in this study is shown in figure 1a) 

– d). This shape is bounded by 8 hexagonal (111) like facets and 6 square (100) like facets and 

is one of the low energy structures seen for fcc metals in calculations69 and used to represent 

nanoparticles in simulation of reaction pathways.70 Nanoparticles with mostly (111) and (100) 

facets are also seen in high resolution STM images71 of supported metals such as Pd and in 

high resolution electron microscopy studies of supported Au and Pd catalysts.72 The 

a) b) c) d) 

e) f ) g) 

Figure 1: Structure of M38 clusters and molecular adsorption sites, a) Au38, b) Pd38, 

c) Au6Pd32, d) Au6Pd32, with Pd atoms shown in wireframe to highlight Au6 core. 

optimised structures for molecular adsorption of O2 on Au38 are also shown with 

O2(ads) at e) the (111)-(111) edge, f ) the (111)-(100) edge, g) the (100) face. Atom 

colours: Au; yellow, Pd; blue, O; red. 



compositions used in this study consist of Au38 (figure 1a), Pd38 (figure 1b) and a particle with 

an Au6 core and Pd32 shell (figure 1c and d). These clusters are around 1 nm in diameter and 

so represent the smaller end of the experimentally observed particle size distributions. 

However, they do contain the dominant crystal facets and edge and corner sites that would be 

expected for the nanoparticles active in direct H2O2 synthesis. As computational cost increases 

rapidly with cluster size these M38 clusters also allow the large number of adsorption and barrier 

calculations carried out in this work to be undertaken. Experimentally, mixed Au and Pd 

catalysts have the highest activities for direct hydrogen peroxide synthesis and core-shell 

particles with this arrangement have been noted in electron microscopy studies of active 

catalysts,73 although later studies demonstrated that random alloy particles are just as effective.3 

In this modelling study we will use the core shell particle to consider the influence of Au on 

the reactivity of Pd with adsorbed oxygen. Each nanocluster was cut from the fcc structure of 

the parent bulk metal with the core shell particle adapted from the Pd38 cluster by replacing the 

central six atoms with Au. Each was then placed in a cubic simulation periodic cell with a side 

dimension of 25 Å and fully relaxed prior to use with the addition of adsorbates. The resulting 

energies allow us to estimate the energy of formation of each nanoparticle from the bulk solid 

giving Au38: 60 kJ mol-1, Pd38: 90 kJ mol-1 and Au6Pd38: 92 kJ mol-1, where the values refer to 

a mole of atoms in each case. We note that the values are all positive, because of the surfaces 

created when cutting the clusters from the bulk lattice. Also that the mixed particle has the 

highest formation, presumably because an additional interface between Au and Pd is 

introduced. We also find that the average energy per atom to create the mixed metal 

nanoparticle from the single metal M38 structures is only 7 kJ mol-1, suggesting that segregation 

of the nanoparticles is not as favourable as their agglomeration.  

A survey of possible locations for O2 adsorption on the Au38 cluster identified the three 

geometries shown in figure 1e-g as the most favourable and these have been selected to 

compare oxygen adsorption on the clusters studied. For all clusters O2 adsorption on the (100) 

face (figure 1g) gives a structure in which each oxygen atom is in a bridge position, whereas, 

at the two edge sites, (111)-(111) (figure 1e) and (111)-(100) (figure 1f ) each O atom co-

ordinates to a single M atom of the cluster. Figure 1e-g, actually shows the calculated 

geometries for the case of Au38. The response of the metal cluster to the presence of the 

adsorbate can also be seen in these images, for example in figure 1f adsorption of oxygen at 

the (111)-(100) edge site causes an increase in the Au-Au spacing for the metal atoms that are 

coordinated to the molecule.  



 

Table 1: Adsorption energies calculated for molecular adsorption in the three different 

positions on the clusters studied. 

 Eads / kJ mol-1 

System / method (111)-(111) 

edge 

(111)-(100)  

edge 

(100)  

face 

O2, Au38 / PBE -65 -69 -58 

O2, Pd38 / PBE -124 -122 -153 

O2, Au6Pd32 / PBE -139 -142 -170 

    

O2, Au38O2
a / PBE --- --- -8 

O2, Pd38O2
a / PBE --- --- -166 

O2, Au6Pd32O2
a / PBE --- --- -174 

    

O2, Au38 / PBE+D3 -70 -93 -74 

O2, Pd38 / PBE+D3 -134 -133 -234b 

    

H2, Au38 / PBE+D3 -3 -19 -40b 

H2, Pd38 / PBE+D3 --- -104b -100b 

    

H2O, Au38 / PBE+D3 -16 -26 -20 

H2O, Pd38 / PBE+D3 -23 -5 -24 

    

H2, Au38O2(ads) / PBE+D3 -100 -86 -87 

H2, Pd38O2(ads) / PBE+D3 ---- -106b,c ---- 

    

H2O, Au38O2(ads) / PBE+D3 -134 (111)d ---- ---- 

    

Note: a) Molecular adsorption of second O2 molecule in the presence of 2O(ads) b) On 

optimisation molecule dissociated. c) H atoms adsorbed in a bridging motif at the (111)-(100) 

edges. d) Water adsorbed with O at the centre of (111) facet forming H-bond to O2(ads). 

Table 1 gives a summary of the adsorption energies for each of the molecular species 

considered in this work. At the PBE level of theory we find that the strongest adsorption for O2 

occurs at the edge formed by the junction of a (111) and (100) face on the Au38 cluster, with 

adsorption to the (100) face 11 kJ mol-1 less favourable. This preference is reversed on Pd38 

and Au6Pd32, where a much more favourable adsorption energy is found for O2 directly 

adsorbed to the (100) facet. Pd38 also shows stronger adsorption of molecular oxygen than Au, 

with the adsorption energies between 52 kJ mol-1 and 96 kJ mol-1 more negative than for the 

Au case. The adsorption energy is strengthened further by the introduction of an Au core in the 

Pd particle with adsorption of O2 to the (100) facet of the Au6Pd32 particle some 17 kJ mol-1 

more favourable than seen for the pure Pd nanoparticle. This could be due to the larger Au 



atoms in the core placing the surface Pd structure under strain74 or an electronic effect of the 

Au core on the Pd shell.75  

In all cases, Bader charge analysis shows that oxygen adsorption is accompanied by electron 

transfer from the metal particle to the molecule. As the partially occupied orbitals of O2(g) are 

anti-bonding * orbitals this charge transfer is accompanied by an elongation of the O-O bond. 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the charge transfer calculated using Bader analysis 

and the bond extension compared to O2(g) in the triplet state calculated at the same level of 

theory. In all cases the greatest bond extension and charge transfer effects are seen for 

adsorption to the (100) facet, with the calculated Bader charge for the O2 adsorbate being 

between -0.73 |e| on the Pd38 and Au6Pd32 clusters and -0.81 |e| on the Au38. This level of charge 

transfer is consistent with the oxidation of the cluster and formation of a superoxo, O2
-, surface 

species. The effect also indicates that, particularly at the (100) location, the molecule is 

activated toward dissociation. For Pd nanoparticles of similar dimension to those used here, 

Tian et al. have also observed greater charge transfer to O2(ads) adsorbed to facets than to edge 

sites.76   

Calculating the barrier to dissociation for O2 using the NEB technique requires the 

identification of atomic adsorption sites for O atoms to use as the end point of the process. The 

lowest energy adsorption sites for atomic oxygen are in the three fold hollow sites of the (111) 

facet. Calculations on the atomic adsorption of O were also carried out to identify the lowest 

(111)-(111) and  

(111)-(100) edges 
(100) 

Figure 2: Relationship between bond extension and charge transfer for O2(ads) calculated 

at the PBE level. Au38 (Yellow diamonds) Pd38 (blue circles) and Au6Pd32 (green squares). 

Sites at (111)-(111) and (111)-(100) edges and in the (100) face form two distinct 

groupings as indicated. 



energy end points for the dissociation process with the proviso that they are also close enough 

to the molecular adsorption site to minimise the movement of the O atoms during the bond 

cleavage. Figure 3a shows the pathways considered, starting from the (111)-(111) edge or (100) 

facet there is only one choice of end point. However, there were actually three possibilities 

identified for the end point for an O2 molecule adsorbed at the (111)-(100) edge. Accordingly 

five possible oxygen dissociation pathways were used on the Au38, Pd38 and Au6Pd32 clusters 

at the PBE level of theory and the resulting barrier plots shown in Figure 3b. 

As has been noted from table 1, the adsorption of molecular oxygen to the Pd38 and Au6Pd32 

clusters is notably more favourable than adsorption to the Au38 cluster and this is seen again in 

figure 3b with all the molecular adsorption geometries for Au38 at least 49 kJ mol-1 higher in 

energy than any of the adsorption energies for Pd containing clusters. 

On the Au38 cluster the highest transition state energies are found for pathways A,D and C with 

energies relative to Au38 + O2(g) of between 70 and 84 kJ mol-1. The corresponding barrier 

energies relative to the adsorbed state, Eb, are given in table 2 and range from 140 to 158 kJ 

mol-1. This group is followed by route B with a transition state energy 55 kJ mol-1 lower in 

energy. It should be noted that a transition state energy greater than 0 kJ mol-1 on these potential 

energy surfaces, which are relative to gas phase reagents and a clean cluster, implies that 

desorption of O2 would have a higher rate than dissociation. Finally for Au38 on figure 3, route 

E, starting from the (100) facet adsorption site, gives the lowest transition state energy (-19 kJ 

mol-1) and barrier (39 kJ mol-1). Inspection of the transition state geometries suggest that the 

(100) facet provides a particularly favourable route to dissociation, because the O atoms 

maintain a bridged geometry throughout the dissociation process, whereas for the other routes 

the transition state has at least one of the O atoms that is only singly co-ordinated to the cluster.  

The importance of the (100) site for the dissociation of oxygen over Au clusters has been noted 

previously in the calculations of Boronat and Corma,77 Roldan et al.78 and and Staykov et al..79 

Even though the Au38 molecular and atomic adsorption structures are clearly energetically 

higher than those of the Pd38 and the Au6Pd32 core-shell structured clusters the transition state 

energies are not so clearly delineated. Routes C, A and D on Pd38 and B and C on Au6Pd32 

actually have higher transition state energies than the lowest TS on Au38, route E. The 

combination of more favourable adsorption energies for O2(ads) and these high transition states 

leads to much higher barriers to molecular dissociation for these routes over the Pd containing 

particles (table 2). However, there are lower barriers for the Pd containing systems, in particular 



route E is also preferred over both Pd38 and Au6Pd32, giving a vanishingly small ( < 1 kJ mol-1 

) barrier on Pd38 and a small ( 12 kJ mol-1) barrier over Au6Pd32.  
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Figure 3: a) Oxygen dissociation pathways considered starting from O2(ads) at A) (111)-(111) edge, 

B, C, D) (111)-(100) edge, and E) (100) facet. Pathways end with atomic oxygen in nearest three fold 

hollow sites. Atom colours; metal, M: grey, O: red. b) Calculated potential energy surface for oxygen 

dissociation following pathways defined in (a) with Au38 (black), Pd38 (blue) and Au6Pd32(green). 

Where levels are closely spaced letters are given in highest to lowest order. 
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Table 2: Calculated barrier energies for O2 dissociation relative to the molecularly adsorbed 

state at the PBE level of theory. 

 Eb / kJ mol-1 

Routea / O2(ads) site Au38 Pd38 Au6Pd32 

A / (111)-(111) edge 149 127 91 

B / (111)-(100) edge 84 92 137 

C / (111)-(100) edge 140 125 130 

D / (111)-(100) edge 158 124 83 

E / (100) face 39 < 1 12 

    

E / Second O2(ads)b 50 5 8 

    

Note: a) As defined in figure 3a. b) Adsorption and dissociation of a second molecule of O2 

on the cluster already having the 2O(ads) from the first adsorption.  

These data shows that the activation of O2(ads) noted from the Bader charge analysis and bond 

length extension reported in figure 2 leads to the facile dissociation of the molecule on Pd38 

and Au6Pd32 and dissociation with a small barrier over Au38. This occurs via adsorption of the 

molecule to the (100) facet of the clusters, followed by dissociation to produce atomically 

adsorbed oxygen on the neighbouring (111) faces via route E of figure 3a. This is the first step 

in the oxidation of the clusters and so suggests that the Pd containing clusters in particular will 

be prone to oxidation when oxygen is present in the reaction mixture. To explore this further 

we also looked at the further addition of oxygen to the clusters. 

As we have identified route E starting from the (100) facet of the M38 clusters as providing the 

lowest barrier to dissociation in all cases the dissociation of a second molecule of O2 was also 

started from the same position. For the second molecule we tested adsorption at all of the (100) 

facets of the clusters, each cluster has 6 such facets. Figure 4 shows the potential energy surface 

for the Au38, Pd38 and Au6Pd32 cases with inset images showing the lowest energy starting 

points. In each case the optimal molecular adsorption is at a different (100) facet to that at 

which the first O2 molecule dissociated. This means that the second molecule has available 

nearby three-fold hollow sites on the adjacent (111) facets to accommodate the dissociated O 

atoms formed when the bond is broken. The adsorption energies calculated for the second O2 

molecule have also been included in table 1. For this second adsorption the behaviour of 

Au38O2 is quite different to that of the Pd containing clusters. The adsorption energy of the 

second O2(ads) is 50 kJ mol-1 less favourable than that of the first molecule to adsorb on the 

pristine cluster, reducing the adsorption energy to just -8 kJ mol-1. Whereas adsorption of the 

second molecule is actually more favourable than the first by 13 kJ mol-1 for Pd38 and by 4 kJ 



mol-1 for Au6Pd32. It appears that the Au38 cluster, once partially oxidised, is unable to take up 

more oxygen as its ability to donate electron density to adsorbates is depleted.  Figure 4 and 

table 2 also show that the barrier to dissociation from the molecularly adsorbed state is also 

increased compared to that for the first molecule of oxygen that was adsorbed. Again, the 

greatest effect is seen in the case of Au38 for which the barrier to dissociate the molecule (50 

kJ mol-1) is considerably greater than the energy required to desorb the molecule back into the 

gas phase reference state ( 8 kJ mol-1, table 1).  Whereas, for Pd38 a small barrier of 5 kJ mol-1 

is now present and for Au6Pd32 the barrier is actually lower than seen for the first dissociation 

event. It can also be seen in figure 4 that the energy gained on dissociation of the second O2 

molecule over the Pd containing clusters (Pd38: -75 kJ mol-1, Au6Pd32: -70 kJ mol-1) is 

significantly greater than that over Au38 (-15 kJ mol-1). 

These calculations for the dissociation of a second O2(ads) reinforce the idea that the oxidation 

of the Au nanoclusters by molecular oxygen will be limited to much lower levels than the Pd 

Figure 4: Calculated potential energy surface (PBE level) for the dissociation of a 

second O2(ads) molecule via route C (figure 3a). Line colours follow Au38: black, 

Pd38: (blue), Au6Pd32: (green). Inset images show the lowest energy O2(ads) structure 

for each nanoparticle showing the position relative to the 2O(ads).  

Atom colours, Au: yellow, Pd: blue, O: red.  
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systems. They also indicate that for Au to have this influence as part of an AuPd alloy particle 

it should be present in the surface layers rather than form a strictly segregated core-shell 

configuration. We note that in experimental studies hydrogen peroxide is produced in an 

aqueous solvent and calculation presented later in this paper show that water will interact quite 

strongly with the negatively charge adsorbed oxygen species. So it is likely that the dissociation 

barriers presented in figure 4 will be altered in a water solvent. However, the conclusion that 

Au nanoparticles are less readily oxidised than Pd nanoparticles is really based on the much 

lower energy gain on dissociation of O2(ads) seen for Au than for Pd and so we would expect 

that this observation would remain valid even if a water environment were included in the 

calculation. 

As we have mentioned, metal oxide formed during the in situ preparation of H2O2 may be 

reduced back to the metal through hydrogen reduction, but this will be at a cost in terms of H2 

selectivity as only water will be formed in the process. Given the similarity in results for oxygen 

adsorption and dissociation using Pd38 and Au6Pd32 it was decided to only consider the pure 

metal clusters in the remainder of this study. 

Table 1 also gives calculated adsorption energies at the PBE+D3 level for molecular O2 and 

the other species we will consider for the transfer of hydrogen to O2(ads) to form the surface 

hydrogen peroxy species that is the precursor to hydrogen peroxide. The PBE+D3 level 

calculations for O2 give a point of comparison between the functional PBE alone and PBE with 

dispersion corrections included. Dispersion corrections account for van der Waals attractive 

interactions due to electron correlation at long distances, which are not accounted for in a 

gradient corrected local density approximation functional such as PBE. These are long range 

attractive forces and so the calculated adsorption energies tend to become more favourable 

when dispersion is included.80 For Au38 this makes the calculated adsorption energies between 

5 kJ mol-1 and 16 kJ mol-1 more negative with PBE+D3 compared to the PBE functional alone. 

The order of the three sites considered is also changed with the (100) facet now 4 kJ mol-1 more 

favourable than the (111)-(111) edge, whereas with PBE alone the calculations favour the 

(111)-(111) edge by 7 kJ mol-1. Which may be due to the bridge co-ordination of the atoms in 

the molecule being stabilised by the dispersion interaction over the single atom-atom 

interactions of the edge sites. Similar levels of enhanced adsorption energies are seen when the 

PBE+D3 and PBE level calculations are compared for the Pd38 nanocluster. However, for the 

(100) facet a more dramatic effect is seen with the reported energy for PBE+D3, 81 kJ mol-1 

lower than the end point of the optimisation using PBE alone. Inspection of the end point of 



this PBE+D3 optimisation showed that the molecule had actually dissociated (O…O distance 

2.817 Å) to give two bridge site O atoms. Comparing the adsorption energy for this structure 

from table 1 with the PBE end point energy for dissociation via route E (figure 3) shows that 

the dispersion corrected energy is 2 kJ mol-1 more stable than the PBE value for the two oxygen 

atoms in the three fold sites of the adjacent (111) surfaces. The dissociation of molecular 

oxygen at the (100) facet with no barrier in the PBE+D3 calculation may have been expected 

given the very low barrier calculated at the PBE level (table 2). 

Table 3: Calculated adsorption energies for O2 on periodic slab models of the (111) and 

(100) surfaces of Au and Pd at the PBE+D3 level of theory. 

 Eads / kJ mol-1 

Surface / O2(ads) site Au Pd 

(111) / top-topa ----b -96 

(111) / top-bridgea ----b -100 

(100) / bridge-bridgea -36 -171 

   

Note: a) Site defined by the co-ordination of the O atoms in the molecule to surface metal 

atoms, top: a single O-M bond, bridge: O atom bonded to two surface M atoms. b) “----“ 

indicates that no stable adsorption was found on optimisation of the system. 

To form an impression of the effect of particle size on the adsorption of oxygen we have also 

carried out calculations using a slab model to represent the extended (111) and (100) surfaces 

of much larger particles. Table 3 summarises the calculated molecular oxygen adsorption 

energies obtained from our slab calculations on extended surfaces using the PBE+D3 approach. 

For Au(111) no stable O2(ads) structures were found, which was also the case if O2 was placed 

directly over the (111) facet of Au38 so that the only sites involving the (111) facet that can 

adsorb molecular oxygen are the edge sites. For the slab model of Au(100) an analogous 

geometry to the structure found on the Au38 (100) facet was obtained, but on the extended 

surface the calculated adsorption energy is 34 kJ mol-1 less favourable.  

For the slab model of Pd(111) favourable adsorption is observed both for a top-top and top-

bridge arrangement of the molecule. However, the adsorption energies for the slab calculations 

are around 30 kJ mol-1 less favourable than seen for the edge sites involving the (111) facet for 

Pd38 (table 1), which demonstrates a preference for oxygen adsorption at the edges of small 

nanoparticles over the extended close packed facets of larger particles. 

On the Pd(100) slab model, the O-O bond remains intact on optimisation of the adsorbed state 

(O..O = 1.433 Å), indicating that the spontaneous dissociation of O2(ads) on the Pd38 (100) 



facet of the cluster is a feature of its small size and that even on the more open (100) surfaces 

of larger particles oxygen dissociation is an activated process.  

3.2 Adsorption of H2 and H2O and their reaction with O2(ads). 

Table 1 also lists the calculated adsorption energies for H2 and H2O on the Au38 and Pd38 cluster 

models using the PBE+D3 level of theory both on the pristine cluster and on the cluster with 

O2(ads) pre-adsorbed at the (111)-(100) edge. This position was chosen as the lowest energy 

site for O2 adsorption on the Au38 cluster and was also used for all calculations on the reaction 

of O2(ads) with co-adsorbates for Au38 and Pd38. For Pd38 the (100) facet was preferred over 

this edge site but at the PBE+D3 level the molecule dissociated and adsorption at this position 

would not be suited to H2O2 synthesis. For the pristine Au38 nanoparticle adsorption of a H2 

molecule on either of the edge sites optimises to give a structure with the H-H bond intact. 

Although, the molecule tends to migrate to interact with a single metal atom of the cluster 

within the designated site. The resulting adsorption energies for H2 in the molecular state on 

Au38 are much lower in magnitude than found for O2 with the most favourable only -19 kJ mol-
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Figure 5: The calculated potential energy surface for the reaction of adsorbed O2 

and H2 to form a surface OOH peroxy group and atomically adsorbed H. In all cases 

O2 is initially at the (111)-(100) site and reacts on Au38 with H2 at a) the (111)-(111) 

site, b) the (100) site, and c) the (111)-(100) across the (100) facet from the O2 site, 

TS images as inserts. The blue trace shows the energy surface for formation of OOH 

on the Pd38 cluster with O2 initially at (111)-(100) site and atomically adsorbed H. 
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1 compared with -93 kJ mol-1 for O2 at the same (111)-(100) edge site. On the (100) facet of 

the Au38 cluster, H2 does dissociate, but in this case the adsorption energy of dissociated H2 is 

only -40 kJ mol-1 relative to the molecule in the gas phase and the isolated cluster. For the clean 

Pd38 cluster H2 is dissociated when adsorbed at any of the sites tested and gives much more 

favourable adsorption energies.   

The potential energy diagram for the reaction of adsorbed hydrogen with O2(ads) to form a 

surface bound hydroperoxyl species is shown in figure 5. The potential energy surface is 

referenced to the pristine cluster and the gas phase reagents, O2(g) and H2(g) and it is notable 

in all cases that the change of energy seen in the initial step, which represents the co-adsorption 

of the reagents, is much greater than would be expected from the sum of the adsorption energies 

for O2 and H2 onto the pristine clusters given in table 1. To quantify this further table 1 also 

gives the calculated adsorption energy for H2 relative to the clusters with O2(ads) already 

present. For the edge sites of Au38 these values are 97 kJ mol-1 ((111)-(111)) and 67 kJ mol-1 

((111)-(100)) more favourable than for H2 adsorbing to the clean nanoparticle at the same 

positions. On the (100) facet of the clean Au38 cluster hydrogen is dissociated on adsorption. 

However when O2 is pre-adsorbed at the (111)-(100) edge, dissociation of H2 does not happen 

when the H2 molecule is placed at the (100) facet of the edge, but its adsorption energy in this 

position is still significantly enhanced.  For Pd38 the atomically adsorbed H atoms are also 

slightly stabilised but by only 2 kJ mol-1. We have seen that O2(ads) is bound to the cluster with 

a partial charge transfer to the molecule to create a superoxo like species (O2
-), which means 

that the particle loses around 1 electron to the oxygen adsorbate and so is slightly oxidised. 

This electron transfer appears to increase the affinity, particularly of the Au38 cluster, for the 

adsorption of H2 as it now has the capacity to receive some electron density from this reducing 

agent. Correspondingly, the adsorption energy of the H2 molecule is enhanced when the 

molecule is co-adsorbed with O2. For the hydrogen peroxide synthesis reaction this observation 

is informative as it suggests that hydrogen will preferentially adsorb on particles that are 

partially oxidised.  

Following the reaction pathways shown in figure 5 for the Au38 nanocluster reaction starting 

from H2(ads) at the (111)-(111) edge or in the (100) facet results in barriers of 107 kJ mol-1 and 

118 kJ mol-1, respectively, which are significantly higher than the co-adsorption energy 

suggesting that, for these routes, H2 is more likely to desorb than to react. A low energy 

pathway is identified for H2 initially adsorbed on the (111)-(100) edge with a transition state 

energy relative to gas phase reagents of -83 kJ mol-1 and a barrier of only 22 kJ mol-1. In this 



case the H2 bond is broken as the OOH species is formed. As the O2(ads) species is actually 

negatively charged (figure 2) it is likely that this hydrogen cleavage is heterolytic in nature, as 

has been recently suggested for H2 activation at the Au/TiO2 interface during the undesired 

oxidation of hydrogen in the PROX reaction.81   

For Pd38 we have noted that H2 is always dissociated on adsorption and so the potential energy 

surface for atomically adsorbed H is compared to the Au38 routes in figure 5. Here there is a 

significant barrier to reaction from the co-adsorbed state (101 kJ mol-1), although the strength 

of co-adsorption means that the transition state is still well below the reference state.    

Figure 6 gives the potential energy surfaces for the production of a surface hydroperoxyl 

species through the reaction of O2(ads) with water rather than hydrogen, i.e. a proton transfer 

reaction (step 6) rather than a hydrogenation (step 3). For Au38 with O2(ads) pre-adsorbed at 

the (111)-(100) edge site, water adsorbs strongly on the (111) facet that is involved in the step 

with an adsorption energy of -134 kJ mol-1, which is 108 kJ mol-1 more favourable than any of 

the sites considered for the clean Au38 nanoparticle. The interaction of the oxygen atom of 

water will be enhanced by the partial oxidation of the cluster but from the structure shown as 

an inset in figure 6 it can also be seen that the adsorption of the water molecule is further 

Figure 6: Calculated potential energy surface (PBE+D3 level) for the protonation of 

O2(ads) from co-adsorbed water. Line colours follow Au38: black, Pd38: (blue). Inset 

images show the calculated structures. Atom colours, Au: yellow, Pd: blue, O: red.  
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stabilised by a hydrogen bond to the superoxo (O2
-) on the surface. The barrier to proton 

transfer between water and the adsorbed oxygen molecule is below the energy to desorb the 

surface species but the barrier for this elementary step is still significant at 107 kJ mol-1. In the 

transition state as the proton is passed across the (111) facet, it is not stabilised by interactions 

with oxygen or the surface. As water forms part of the water-methanol solvent used 

experimentally we also considered proton transfer through a network of H-bonds by 

introducing a second molecule of water. This forms a hydrogen bonding chain between 

adsorbed water and the surface superoxo (O2
-) species. Now in the transition state the proton 

transfer is stabilised throughout and the barrier is reduced to only 18 kJ mol-1. Finally, the same 

process was tested for the Pd38 cluster giving a protonation barrier when two waters are co-

adsorbed with O2(ads) of 34 kJ mol-1. 

Conclusions 

We have presented a series of calculations based on Au38, Pd38 and an Au6Pd32 core-shell 

structure relating to their use in the direct conversion of H2 and O2 to a surface hydroperoxy 

species as a precursor to H2O2. Firstly the electronic state of O2(ads) was analysed using Bader 

charge analysis and it was found that charge donation from the metal clusters to the adsorbate 

results in a surface superoxide (O2
-) being formed, and correspondingly partial oxidation of the 

clusters. This adsorbate is activated toward dissociation showing elongation of the O2 bond 

compared to the gas phase reference calculation, particularly when located on the (100) facet. 

At the PBE level of theory we were able to confirm that there are low energy pathways for the 

dissociation of O2(ads) for all three clusters and that for Pd38 the barrier is extremely small ( < 

1 kJ mol-1 ). However, adsorption and dissociation of a second molecule of O2 to the Au38O2 

cluster was found to be unfavourable with a significant barrier and a transition state higher than 

the desorption energy for the second molecule, which on the Pd containing clusters was not the 

case and a second O2 dissociation event gave a significant lowering of the system energy via 

barriers of less than 10 kJ mol-1. We conclude that deep oxidation of the Pd clusters is much 

easier than the pure Au case so that in Pd catalysts hydrogen will be used in a side reaction to 

reduce the metal oxide producing only water. One role of Au will be to limit the oxidation of 

the catalyst particles, but in our calculations the strict core-shell structure did not show this 

effect, suggesting that surface Au is required. Indeed, recent work by Tian et al. looking at the 

addition of Te to Pd nanocluster catalysts for direct synthesis of H2O2 observed improved 

selectivity for Te doped catalysts compared to pure Pd. They were able to use DFT calculations 

to demonstrate that surface Te helps prevent O2 dissociation.82 



In the work presented here, oxygen adsorption was also used to compare results from PBE and 

PBE+D3 levels of theory. As expected the adsorption energies calculated became more 

favourable when dispersion corrections are included and there was also a knock-on effect that 

dissociation of O2(ads) at the Pd38 (100) facet became spontaneous so that the small barrier 

observed at the PBE level was eliminated.  

The co-adsorption of hydrogen or water on Au38 or Pd38 using the PBE+D3 approach was found 

to be more favourable with O2(ads) present than for the pristine nanoparticles, which can be 

understood from the charge transfer information obtained in our analysis of oxygen adsorption. 

The partial oxidation of the cluster will increase its affinity for electron donation from H2 and 

from the lone pair of the oxygen atom of water. In addition the superoxo (O2
-) state of O2(ads) 

can be involved in hydrogen bonding with water.  

The hydrogenation of O2(ads) from co-adsorbed hydrogen was found to have low energy 

pathways for Au38 (Eb = 22 kJ mol-1) and for Pd38 the route considered has a barrier 

considerably lower than the co-adsorbed state (Eads = -210 kJ mol-1, Eb = 101 kJ mol-1), which 

would suggest the hydroperoxy species can be readily formed by this route over Au catalysts 

but that the rate should be slower over pure Pd nanoparticles. Although, we note that the 

number of co-adsorbed structures has not been completely explored in this case.  

The protonation of O2(ads) from water was found to follow a low energy route for both metals; 

Au38 (Eb = 18 kJ mol-1) and Pd38 (Eb = 34 kJ mol-1) provided a proton shuttle could be set 

up using two water molecules. Clearly the model using only two waters in this stage of the 

mechanism may not capture the full effect of the aqueous solvent used experimentally and we 

intend to extend these calculations to include further solvation shells and consider the free 

energy barriers to reaction protonation using a dynamics approach. Even so, the current work 

shows that protonation from solvent molecules presents a reaction pathway with barriers at 

least as low as the direct hydrogenation from H2. 

To return to the question of the preferred mechanism for hydrogen peroxide synthesis it is 

useful to consider the experimental conditions that are usually employed.43,73 Typically the 

reaction is run at elevated pressure with 2.9 MPa H2 (5% volume fraction)/CO2 and 1.1 MPa 

O2 (25% volume fraction)/CO2, to give partial pressures of 0.145 MPa H2 and 0.275 MPa O2 

in the head space over a solvent volume formed from 5.6 g methanol and 2.9 g water, around 

9.4 cm3. Assuming that the Henry’s constant of H2 in water50 (7.7×10-6 mol m-3 Pa-1) is 

applicable to this mixture we estimate a solution concentration of [H2] = 2.2 × 10-5 mol cm-3. 



From the solvent composition, the concentration of water is effectively [H2O] = 1.7 × 10-2 mol 

cm-3. Given that the calculated energetics suggest that either route is possible, in practice the 

protonation of O2(ads) to form hydrogen peroxide followed by the reduction of the resulting 

oxidised particle by H2 is likely to be the dominant route. 

This work also suggests that the incorporation of molecular oxygen into reactions that usually 

employ hydrogen peroxide is best achieved when O2 is activated on the nanoparticles 

themselves rather than at the interface with an oxide support, where dissociation is more 

likely.16 
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